We studied in the refs. [1, 2] properties of spinors in a toy model in d = (5 + 1), when M (5+1) breaks to an infinite disc with a zweibein which makes a disc curved on an almost S 2 and with a spin connection field which allows on such a sphere only one massless spinor state, as a step towards realistic Kaluza-Klein theories in non compact spaces. In the ref.
I. INTRODUCTION
The spin-charge-family theory [4, 5] , proposed by one of us (N.S.M.B.), is offering the explanation for the appearance of families of fermions in any dimension. Starting in d = (13 + 1) with a simple action for massless fermions interacting with the gravitational interaction only -that is with the vielbeins and the two kinds of the spin connection fields, the ones originating in the Dirac kind of spin (γ a 's) and the others originating in the second kind of the Clifford operators (γ a 's) -the theory manifests effectively at low energies the observed properties of fermions and bosons, offering the explanation for all the assumptions of the standard model: For the appearance of families, for the appearance of the Higgs's scalar [6] with the weak and the hyper charges (∓ 1 2 , ± 1 2 , respectively), for the Yukawa couplings, for the charges of the family members, for the vector gauge fields, for the dark matter content, for the matter-antimatter asymmetry [7] .
The theory predicts the fourth family, which will soon be observed at the LHC, and several scalar fields, manifesting in the observed Higgs's scalar [8] and the Yukawa couplings, some superposition of which will also be observed at the LHC.
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A simple toy model [1] [2] [3] , which includes also families in the way proposed by the spin-chargefamily theory [4, 5] ), is expected to help to better understand mechanisms causing the breaks of symmetries needed in the case of d = (13 + 1), where a simple starting action leads in the low energy regime after the breaks to the observable phenomena.
This contribution is a small further step in understanding properties of the families after the breaks of symmetries, caused by the scalar fields which are the gauge fields of the charges of spinors and the scalar fields which are the gauge fields of the family groups. The discrete symmetries of fermions and bosons in the case of only one family are studied already in the ref. [10] . Here the discrete symmetries are studied when the families are taken into account. We allow also that the spin connection fields gain nonzero vacuum expectation values and study solutions of the equations of motion for massive spinors.
We start with massless spinors [1] [2] [3] 10] in a flat manifold M (5+1) , which breaks into M (3+1)
times an infinite disc. The vielbein on the disc curves the disc into (almost) a sphere S 2 e s σ = f 
with f = 1 + ( ρ 2ρ 0 ) 2 = 2 1 + cos ϑ ,
The angle ϑ is the ordinary azimuthal angle on a sphere. The last relation follows from ds 2 = e sσ e s τ dx σ dx τ = f −2 (dρ 2 + ρ 2 dφ 2 ). We use indices (s, t) ∈ (5, 6) to describe the flat index in the space of an infinite plane, and (σ, τ ) ∈ ((5), (6)), to describe the Einstein index. Rotations around the axis through the two poles of a sphere are described by the angle φ, while ρ = 2ρ 0 1−cos ϑ 1+cos ϑ . The volume of this non compact sphere is finite, equal to V = π (2ρ 0 ) 2 . The symmetry of S 2 is a symmetry of U (1) group.
We take into account that there are two kinds of the Clifford algebra operators: Beside the Dirac γ a alsoγ a , introduced in [4, 5, 12] . Correspondingly the covariant momentum of a spinor on an almost S 2 sphere is
with E = det(e a α ) and with vielbeins f α a [16], the gauge fields of the infinitesimal generators of translation, and with the two kinds of the spin connection fields: i. ω abα , the gauge fields of S ab and ii.ω abα , the gauge fields ofS ab .
We make a choice of the spin connection fields of the two kinds on the infinite disc as follows (assuming that there must be some fermion sources causing these spin connections, the study of such sources of the scalar fields ω stσ andω abσ are in progress)
We take the starting action in agreement with the spin-charge-family theory for this toy model
, that is the action for a massless spinor (S f ) with the covariant momentum p 0a from Eq. (3) interacting with gravity only and for the vielbein and the two kinds of the spin connection
The two Riemann scalars, R = R abcd η ac η bd andR =R abcd η ac η bd , are determined by the Riemann
where [a b] means that the anti-symmetrization must be performed over the two indices a and b.
We assume no gravity in d = (3 + 1): f µ m = δ 
we can rewrite the
2S
cdω cda part of the covariant momentum (Eq. 3) as follows
The notation was used
with ω abc andω abc defined in Eq. (4).
We looked in the ref. [3] for the chiral fermions on this sphere, that is for the fermions of only one handedness in d = (3 + 1) and accordingly mass protected, without including any extra fundamental gauge fields to the action from Eq.(5).
In this contribution we study the influence of several spin connection fields on the properties of families, looking for the intervals within which the parameters of both kinds of the spin connection fields (F 56 ,F 56 ,F ⊕± ,F ⊕3 ,F ± ,F 3 ) allow massless solutions of the equation
for several families of spinors.
We also allow nonzero vacuum expectation values of the scalar (with respect to d = (3 + 1)) gauge fields and study properties of spinors.
The discrete symmetries of the equations of motion and of solutions are studied in sections (III A, III).
We look for the properties of spinors and gauge fields, scalars and vectors with respect to
In section II we present spinor states in "our technique" (see appendix in the ref. [7] ). In section II A we discuss massless and massive states of families of spinors. In section III A we present discrete symmetry operators introduced in the refs. [9, 10] , in section III we discuss the properties of spinors and the gauge fields, the zweibein and the two kinds of the spin connection fields, under the discrete symmetry operators.
II. SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR FAMILIES OF SPINORS
We first briefly explain, following the refs. [1] [2] [3] 5] , the appearance of families in our toy model, using what is called the technique [12] .
There are 2 d/2−1 = 4 families in our toy model, each family with 2 d/2−1 = 4 members. In the technique [12] the states are defined as a product of nilpotents and projectors
which are the eigen vectors of S ab as well as ofS ab as follows
with the properties that γ a transform
After making a choice of the Cartan subalgebra, for which we take: (S 03 , S 12 , S 56 ) and (S 03 ,S 12 ,S 56 ), the four spinor families, each with four vectors, which are eigen vectors of the chosen Cartan subalgebra with the eigen values from Eq. (12) [3] , follow
where ψ 0 is a vacuum for the spinor state. One can reach from the first member ϕ 1I 1 of the first family the same family member of all the other families by the application ofS ab . One can reach all the family members of each family by applying the generators S ab on one of the family member. If we write the operators of handedness in d = (5 + 1) as Γ (5+1) = γ 0 γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 γ 5 γ 6 (= 2 3 iS 03 S 12 S 56 ), in d = (3+1) as Γ (3+1) = −iγ 0 γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 (= 2 2 iS 03 S 12 ) and in the two dimensional space as Γ (2) = iγ 5 γ 6 (= 2S 56 ), we find that all the states of all the families are left handed with respect to Γ (5+1) , with the eigen value −1, the first two states of the first family, and correspondingly the first two states of any family, are right handed and the second two states are left handed with respect to Γ (2) , with the eigen values 1 and −1, respectively, while the first two are left handed and the second two right handed with respect to Γ (3+1) with the eigen values −1 and 1, respectively.
Having the rotational symmetry around the axis perpendicular to the plane of the fifth and the sixth dimension we require that ψ (6) is the eigen function of the total angular momentum operator
Accordingly we write, when taking into account Eq. (14), the most general wave function ψ (6) obeying Eq. (10) in d = (5 + 1) as
where A i n and B i n depend on x σ , while ψ (−) for i = III, IV . Using ψ (6) in Eq. (10) and separating dynamics in (1+3) and on S 2 , the following relations follow, from which we recognize the mass term m I : 
One easily recognizes that, due to the break of M (5+1) into M (3+1) × an infinite disc, which concerns (by our assumption) both, S ab andS ab sector, there are two times two coupled families: The first and the second, and the third and the fourth, while the first and the second remain decoupled from the third and the fourth. We end up with two decoupled groups of equations of motion [3] (which all depend on the parameters F 56 andF 56 ):
i. The equations for the first and the second family
ii. The equations for the third and the fourth family
Let us look for possible normalizable [1, 2] massless solutions for each of the two groups in dependence on the parameters which determine the strength of the spin connection fields. Both groups, although depending on different parameters of the spin connection fields, can be treated in an equivalent way. Let us therefore study massless solutions of the first group of equations of motion.
For m = 0 the equations for A I n and A II n in Eq. (19) decouple from those for B I n+1 and B II n+1 .
We get for massless solutions
n is a positive integer. The solutions (A I+ n , A II+ n ) and (A I− n , A II− n ) are two independent solutions, a general solution is any superposition of these two. Similarly is true for (B One can easily write down massless solutions of the second group of two families, decoupled from the first one, when knowing massless solutions of the first group of families. It follows
n is a positive integer, a ± and b ± are normalization factors.
Requiring that only normalizable (square integrable) solutions are acceptable
i ∈ {I, II, III, IV } , one finds that A i n and B i n are normalizable [1, 2] under the following conditions
One immediately sees that for F 56 = 0 =F 56 there is no solution for the zweibein from Eq. (2).
Let us first assume thatF 
.
The solutions (Eq.27) are the eigen functions of M 56 with the eigen value 1/2. Since no right handed massless solutions are allowed, the left handed ones are mass protected. For the particular choice 2(F 56 +F 56 ) = 1 the spin connection fields −S 56 ω 56σ −S 56ω 56σ compensate the term 
There exists, however, one additional massless state, with A 
A. Solutions after the scalar gauge fields gain nonzero vacuum expectation values
Let us now assume that the spin connection fields gain nonzero vacuum expectation values
breaking the charge S 56 symmetry, as well as all the "tilde charges" (S 56 , Ñ (R,L) ).
Then the equation of motion (10) can be rewritten as
One finds that requiring the hermiticity of the equations of motion (Eq. (30)) leads to the relations
We also must require, to be consistent with the definition and the Eqs. (35, 36, 37, 38) and Eq. (30),
Eq. (30) has then the solutions
with the spinor states with no conserved charge S 56 any longer
while handedness in the "tilde" sector is conserved.
III. DISCRETE SYMMETRIES OF SPINORS AND GAUGE FIELDS OF THE TOY

MODEL
In the subsection of this section III A the discrete symmetry operators for particles and antipar- One sees that the operators of discrete symmetries, presented in Eqs. (39, 41, 42), do not depend on the family quantum numbersγ a , which means that every particle, described as a member of one family, transforms under the product of the two discrete symmetry operators C N and P N , presented in Eq. (39) and Eq. (42), into the corresponding antiparticle state, which belongs to the same family (carrying the same family quantum numbers).
The discrete symmetry operator C N ·P N (Eqs. (39, 42) ) is in our case with d = (5 + 1) equal to
It has an even number of γ a 's, which guarantees that the operation does not cause the transformation into another Weyl representation in d = (5 + 1), which means that we stay within the Weyl representation from which we started.
Let us check what does this discrete symmetry operator C N ·P N do when being applied on several operators.
One easily finds
where we writeω56 s , s = (5, 6) to point out that the first two indices belong to the SO(5, 1) group.
We also use the notation
. One correspondingly finds, taking into account Eqs. (7, 9) 
with A 56 ± = (ω 565 ∓ iω 566 ). From Eqs. (36, 37) it follows
Taking into account Eq. (4) and the equations of (38), we see that the equations of motion are covariant with respect to a particle and its antiparticle: A particle and its antiparticle carry the same mass, while the antiparticle carries the opposite charge S 56 than the particle and moves in 
A. Discrete symmetry operators
To discuss properties of the representations of particle and antiparticle states and of the gauge fields with which spinors interact let us first define the discrete symmetry operators as seen from the point of view of d = (3 + 1) in the second quantized picture as proposed in the ref. [9] , where the definition of the discrete symmetries operators for the Kaluza-Klein kind of theories, for the first and the second quantized picture was defined, so that the total angular moments in higher dimensions manifest as charges in d = (3 + 1). The ref. [9] uses the Dirac sea second quantized picture to make presentation transparent.
The ref. [9] proposes the following discrete symmetry operators
The operator of handedness in even d dimensional spaces is defined as
with products of γ a in ascending order. We choose γ 0 , γ 1 real, γ 2 imaginary, γ 3 real, γ 5 imaginary, γ 6 real, alternating imaginary and real up to γ d real.
Operators I operate as follows:
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We make in this contribution a small step further with respect to the refs. [3, 10] in understanding the existence of massless and mass protected spinors as well as the massive states in non compact spaces in the presence of families of spinors after breaking symmetries. We take a toy model in M 5+1 , which breaks into M 3+1 × an infinite disc curled into an almost S 2 under the influence of the zweibein. Following the spin-charge-family theory we have in this toy model four families. We study properties of families when allowing that besides the spin connection field, which are the gauge field of S st = i 4 (γ s γ t − γ t γ s ), also the gauge fields ofS st = i 4 (γ sγt −γ tγs ), determining families, affect the behaviour of spinors.
We simplify our study by assuming the same radial dependence of all the spin connection fields (Eq. (4)), while the strengths of the fields (F 56 ,F 56 ,F mn ) are allowed to vary within some intervals.
We found that the choices of the parameters allow within some intervals of parameters (F 56 , F 56 ,F mn ) four, two or none massless and mass protected spinors.
We allowed the nonzero vacuum expectation values of all the spin connection fields, f σ s ω 56σ , f σ s ω56 σ and f σ s ωmñ σ , where σ = ( (5), (6) We studied also the discrete symmetries of equations of motion and of solutions, for massless and massive states.
We found: a. Almost S 2 or any other shape with the symmetry around the axis, perpendicular to the infinite disc, has the rotational symmetry around this axis. But almost S 2 has not the rotational symmetry around the axis which goes through the centre of almost sphere because of the singular point on the southern pole unless we make the translation of the axis. Equivalently the almost torus -infinite disc curled into an almost torus -has no symmetry. b. Even number of families stay massless and mass protected for the intervals of parameters. c. Non zero vacuum expectation values of the scalar gauge fields break all the charges, while the two handedness in the "tilde" sector keeps the two groups of families separated. d. Let us add that while the weak charge and the hyper charge have fractional values in the spin-cahreg-family theory in d = (13 + 1),
